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structive tumult, all at once in his bosom. In such desolate mo-
ments, the friend that has hastened to deliverance stands fixed in
astonishment; and for him who suffers, it is a benefit that sense
forsakes him.
Days of pain, unmixed, ever-returning and purposely renewed,
succeeded next; still even these are to be regarded as a grace
from nature. In such hours Wilhelm had not yet quite lost his
mistress; his pains were indefatigable struggles, still to hold fast
the happiness that was gliding from his soul; again to luxuriate
in thought on the possibility of it; to procure a brief after-life
for his joys that had departed forever. Thus one may look upon
a body as not utterly dead while the putrefaction lasts, while the
forces that in vain seek to work by their old appointment still
labour in dissevering the particles of that frame which they once
animated; and not till all is disunited and inert, till we see the
whole mouldered down into indifferent dust,—not till then does
there rise in us the mournful vacant sentiment of death; death,
not to be recalled save by the breath of Him that lives forever.
In a temper so new, so entire, so full of love, there was
much to tear asunder, to desolate, to kill; and even the healing
force of youth gave nourishment and violence to the power of
sorrow. The stroke had extended to the roots of his whole exist-
ence. Werner, by necessity his confidant, attacked the hated
passion itself with fire and sword, resolutely zealous to search
into the monster's inmost life. The opportunity was lucky, the
evidence at hand, and many were the histories and narratives
with which he backed it out. With such unrelenting vehemence
did he make his advances, leaving his friend not even the respite
of the smallest momentary self-deception, but treading-down every
lurking-place, in which he might have saved himself from despera-
tion, that nature, not inclined to let her darling perish utterly,
visited "Hm with sickness, to make an outlet for him on the other
side.
A violent fever, with its train of consequences, medicines,
overstraining and exhaustion, besides the unwearied attentions
of his family, the love of his brothers and sisters, which first
becomes truly sensible in times of distress and want, were so
many fresh occupations to his mind, and thus formed a kind of
painful entertainment. It was not till he grew better, in other
words, till his strength was exhausted, that Wilhelm first looked
down with horror into the gloomy abyss of a barren misery,

